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What Do Lady Gaga and Liberace Have in Common?
By Jesse Bravo
During my many conversations with spirits of famous people who have past, I always think why
they are drawn and reincarnate themselves back into living humans. This happened a while
back when I had a chance to speak with the late great Liberace and it was then that he revealed
that Lady Gaga was Liberace back alive in a woman’s form. The comparisons between
Liberace and Lady Gaga seemed to snap together like two pieces of a puzzle that were made
for each other that created a great picture. Liberace said people would come from all over to
see my show, now my playing wasn’t the greatest but my playing was a part of my show. Upon
hearing those telling facts brings me to see all of the strange ploys, wardrobe, and mystical
sense that surrounds Lady Gaga’s ascension into the upper levels of the music industry.
Think to yourself right now about how you may or may not like Lady Gaga’s music, clothes,
songs, diet or any news about her, yet she is constantly relevant in the news and social media.
Every time you turn around, there she is. So in this way her persona becomes bigger than her
music and that’s the point. Liberace said that his clothes, jewelry, and personality were more
than enough to fill a stadium but he says the he and Lady Gaga need music to fully express the
old souls that is in them. Without music we would be fish living out of the water, what a
miserable life that would be! Liberace explains that he composed many of her songs and that
she wrote the words to the music. He also said if I had the internet when I was alive my music
would have touched more people but that’s why I came back. Back in 2012 MTV asked me to
forecast Lady Gaga’s year and I did so completely and accurately. Today I predict that Lady
Gaga will be pregnant with child in late 2016 with an uptrend in her career in early 2015 with
new music being released. The real question is whether she will carry the baby or will someone
else will?
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